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I specialized in photography after 
studying History of Art in Lyon and 
particularly after a year of research 
in Italy. This first foreign residency 
was decisive in initiating my practice 
of travel and walking, elsewhere.
Since then, my artistic career has 
been continually renewed by 
numerous explorations adopting 
nomadism as a form of work.

In recent years, my approach has 
been more specifically oriented 
towards explorations on the edge 
of Territories. 
In 2010, a road-trip aRound Belgium, 
following the one thousand three 
hundred and eighty-six kilometres of 
the Belgian border, with my small van 
transformed into a mobile home. 

And today with contro-corrente an 
itinerary along the Italian coasts, 
inspired by the travel diary The Long 

Road of Sand, the road that Pier 
Paolo Pasolini travelled some sixty 
years earlier.

This research not only led me 
to explore how to show the 
perception of a Territory linked 
to a strong history, but was also 
the place to experiment different 
mediums, to transcribe as closely 
as possible the movement, the 
diversity of landscapes, the richness 
of encounters, the meeting of an 
author...
I thus went from the still image to 
the moving image, to the exploration 
of sound as well as text.

Born in France in 1970, I live and work in Brussels.

cover: detail of Palimpseste Topologique #4, 2018



Writing Performance
chair, table, microphone, paper Accademia 
Fabriano, graphite, book Scritti Corsari of Pier 
Paolo Pasolini
writing from 2 pm to 4 pm, 25 April 2019 view of the performance at the Academia Belgica, Rome, Italy

(pictures      Anh Thy) ©

In this performance omaggio al romanzo 
delle stragi di Pier Paolo Pasolini, I write 
out the entire Italian article “The novel 
of the massacres” _ published in Il Corriere della 

Sera on 14 November 1974, where Pasolini fiercely 
denounced the Italian politics of the time. He dared 
to say: I know the names of those responsible... But I 

have no proof or clues…

During around two hours, I read aloud, 
word for word, concentrating on the 
writing that advances blindly. 
The strong, powerful words of the Poet 
are traced on a single line or a few, either 
in graphite pencil or in black or dark red 
ink.
Gestures and jerky reading set the rhythm 
and guide the handwriting, applying 
more or less pressure, allowing the 
various graphic forms to thus compose 
spontaneously. The lines overlap, the 
words, one after the other, cover each 
other, hiding the meaning to become 
woven lines, stripes of imprints…
The writing becomes a trace and the 
gesture an echo of what Pasolini evoked.

For more informations click below: 
writing performances

This project was produced during an artist residency 
at the Academia Belgica in Rome (IT), with the 
support of Wallonie-Bruxelles International (BE)

https://www.chantalvey.be/projects/•writing-performance/


contro-corrente, sulla strada di Pier Paolo Pasolini
artist residency at the Academia Belgica, Rome, Italy, 2019

This exhibition was presented at the end of 
my artist residency at the Academia Belgica 
in Rome, where I had the opportunity to stay 
to deepen my research on the question of 
“Pasolinian heritage” .
These works on paper are born of writing 
performances inspired by Pier Paolo Pasolini’s 
last writings and of a “revisited” iconography 
that pays tribute to him.

For more informations click below: 
iconographie pasolinienne

edition of 250 copies of a poscard

https://www.chantalvey.be/projects/b_iconoppp_2019/


Installation view at the Academia Belgica, Rome, Italy, 2019



contro - corrente
roadtrip on The Long Road of Sand, Italy
following the Pier Paolo Pasolini’s travel

Inspired by Pasolini’s travel diary, La lunga strada di sabbia, the journey he made in 1959 along the Italian coasts behind the 
wheel of his Millecento, I followed his same route, alone, behind the wheel of my van, from coast to coast, revisiting the places 
he described 60 years earlier. I chose to split the itinerary into three parts and follow it in the opposite direction, to begin with 
the territory of his childhood. His travel diary became my roadmap and his poetry my travelling companion !  
Year in, year out, through discoveries and chance encounters, I collected many photographs, videographies, sounds, words, 
objects, sand… with which I then composed the trilogy contro-corrente #1, #2 and #3, presented in audiovisual installations.



contro - corrente #3 (south Italy)
Itinerary starting in Pescara, going from the east 
to the west coast, passing through Sicily, and finally 
ending the trip at the Lido di Ostia. 
(This last stop on La lunga strada di sabbia is also the place 
where Pier Paolo Pasolini was savagely murdered.)

Installation view at Fondation for Contemporary Art Espace Ecureuil, Toulouse, France, 2018 (picture © François Talairach)

Background:
Buisson ardent, cc3, 2018 

Sicilia cc3, 2018 
Lido di Ostia, 2014-2017 
Giardino di Ercole, 2018

Foreground:
Tribute to Pier Paolo Pasolini, 2018
2 pigmentary prints on mat cotton paper 230g, 
mountained on wood, 10 x 10 cm, vase, stones 
collected on the route, bouquet of lilies.



Buisson ardent, cc3, 2018 (print on dibond 3 mm, 225 x 150 cm)

Sicilia cc3, 2018 (2 pigmentary prints on cotton paper, american box, 30 x 45 cm each)

Sicilia cc3, 2018 / Lido di Ostia, 2014-2017 (Sand collected at Idroscalo, place where Pasolini 
was savagely murdered) / Giardino di Ercole, 2018 (video HD, wood frame, 27,5 x 36 cm)



Mola di Bari, cc3, 2018 
pigmentary prints on 230g matt cotton paper, various sizes mountained on wood or framed.

The large picture in the background is printed on a matt blue back, 250 x 167 cm, glued to the wall.

Installation view at Fondation for Contemporary Art Espace Ecureuil, Toulouse, France, 2018 (picture © François Talairach)



Mola di Bari, cc3, 2018 (details)
pigmentary prints on 230g matt cotton paper, various sizes mountained on wood or framed.



Mola di Bari, cc3, 2018 (details)
pigmentary prints on 230g matt cotton paper, various sizes mountained on wood or framed.



Installation view at Fondation for Contemporary Art Espace Ecureuil, Toulouse, France, 2018 (picture © François Talairach)

Passion, cc3, 2018
prints on matt cotton paper, 

mountained on wood, 
red wall, 15 x 15 cm each.



Idroscalo, cc3, 2018
pigmentary prints on 230g matt cotton paper, various sizes mountained on wood or framed.

The large picture in the background (taken at the place of the Pasolini’s murder) is printed on a matt blue back, 167 x 250 cm, glued to the wall. 

This football field, where a torn ball in the colours of Italy is at the centre of the desaturated image, symbolises the oblivion and abandonment of culture by the "Consumerist 
Fascism", denounced loud and clear by Pasolini. Moreover, he liked this popular game very much, he played it regularly with the young Borgate people, and could have played it here.

Installation view at Fondation for Contemporary Art Espace Ecureuil, Toulouse, France, 2018 (picture © François Talairach)



Idroscalo, cc3, 2018 (details)



Pompei cc3, 2018 
pigmentary prints on 230g matt cotton paper, various sizes mountained on wood or framed.
The large picture in the background is printed on a matt blue back, 167 x 250 cm, glued to the wall.

Installation view at Fondation for Contemporary Art Espace Ecureuil, Toulouse, France, 2018 (picture © François Talairach)



Pompei cc3, 2018 (details)



Pompei cc3, 2018 (details)



Padre Pio, 2018 
projection on sail, fan

Padre Pio is this very famous Father in Italy for his miracles and his attention to the poor people, by the swelling of the veil 
he comes to life and his overexposed image accentuates the ambivalence of perception between a smiling or grimacing face.

Installation view at Fondation for Contemporary Art Espace Ecureuil, Toulouse, France, 2018 (picture © François Talairach)



contro-corrente #3
video HD, sound, 20:35, 2018
click here: https: //vimeo.com/291786698

Last trip on The Long Road of Sand, 
following the traces of Pier Paolo Pasolini.

Installation view at Fondation for Contemporary 
Art Espace Ecureuil, Toulouse, France, 2018

(picture      enis vardar) ©

https://vimeo.com/291786698


Melodia partenopea
red neon, sound, loop, 2018

Installation view at Fondation for Contemporary 
Art Espace Ecureuil, Toulouse, France, 2018

(picture      enis vardar) ©

Naples was an important place during this third 
travel on The Long Road of Sand.
I recorded some religious songs in the Duomo 
which is in the heart of the city, they mingle with 
the outside noises which resound and restore 
the surrounding chaos.



Bandiera
video HD, sound, loop, 2018
voice: 02 : 13 / 16 : 35 / 27 : 44
click here: https://vimeo.com/423137866

Installation view at Fondation for Contemporary Art Espace Ecureuil, Toulouse, France, 2018
projected on a red wall - (picture © François Talairach)

I filmed this flag at the Communist Party 
headquarters in Livorno in Italy. It’s in very bad 
shape, torn to pieces as a symbol of its decline.

The projection on a red wall causes an almost 
total disappearance. 
At the same time a soundtrack broadcasts every 
14 minutes, an extract of the funeral oration 
for the death of Pier Paolo Pasolini proclaimed 
by his friend and poet Alberto Moravia on 5 
November 1975:

So we have lost this extraordinary Poet who created something 
totally new in Italy, he created the Left Civil Poetry! *

* in reference to his reverence for Gramsci.



contro - corrente #2 (northwest Italy)
Journey along the Ligurian and Thyrenian coast, 
from Ventimiglia to the Lido di Ostia.
(This last stop on La lunga strada di sabbia is also the place 
where Pier Paolo Pasolini was savagely murdered.)

Cartographie contro-corrente #2, 2016 (detail)

white line on windows, 9 meters long 
retracing the all itinerary of this second trip.

Installation view at FRAC Grand Large, Dunkerque, France, 2016  (picture © Aurélien Mole)



Background:
Massa Carrara, cc2, 2016

pigmentary prints on 230g matt cotton paper, various sizes mountained on wood or framed.
The large picture in the background is printed on a matt blue back, 160 x 240 cm, glued to the wall. 

Lido di Ostia, 2014-2015 (Sand collected at Idroscalo, place where Pasolini was savagely murdered)

Installation view at FRAC Grand Large,
Dunkerque, France, 2016 (picture © Aurélien Mole)

Foreground:
vitrine #2, 2016 (detail) 
miscellaneous objects: travel diaries, 
maps, Pasolini’s texts, small stones 
and sand collected during the trip.



Massa Carrara, cc2, 2016 (details)



Lido di Ostia, cc2, 2016
pigmentary prints on 230g matt cotton paper, various sizes mountained on wood or framed.
The large picture in the background is printed on a matt blue back, 250 x 320 cm, glued to the wall. 

Installation view at FRAC Grand Large, Dunkerque, France, 2016 (picture © Aurélien Mole)



Pieta, cc2, 2016
diptyque / prints on mat cotton paper 230g, 

mountained on wood, 10 x 10 cm, or framed, 42 x 34,5 cm.



Lido di Ostia, cc2, 2016 (details)



Pineta di Cecina
photography on LED screen, sound loop, 2016
voice: 06 : 09 / 13 : 59 / 27 : 46
click here: https://vimeo.com/423126147

Installation view at FRAC Grand Large, Dunkerque, France, 2016

The Pineta di Cecina, was one of Pasolini’s 
favorite places during his trip on The Long Road 
of Sand.

I invite the visitor to seat and contemplate this 
view accompanied by the sound of the sea. 
Approximately every seven minutes, the Poet 
says in French:

There is an inner infinity and an outer finish; well, 
when I think of myself I think of something infinite.*

* extract of "Pasolini l’enragé", Jean-André Fieschi, 1966.

https://vimeo.com/423126147


contro-corrente #2
video HD, sound, 34:15, 2016
click below to watch it_password cvcc2
https://vimeo.com/193029221

Installation view at FRAC Grand Large, Dunkerque, France, 2016 
(picture     Aurélien Mole) ©

LH 1936, LH 1937, LH 2020
video HD, sound, 2:58, 2016
3 projections of aerial views

alternated with the film contro-corrente #2

Second trip on The Long Road of Sand, 
following the traces of Pier Paolo Pasolini.

https://vimeo.com/193029221
https://vimeo.com/379028142


contro - corrente #1 (northeast Italy)
Journey along the Adriatic coast, from Trieste to Pescara, 
ending on the opposite coast, at the Lido di Ostia.
(This last stop on La lunga strada di sabbia is also the place
where Pier Paolo Pasolini was savagely murdered.)



contro-corrente #1
vidéo HD, sound, 26:57, floor projector, socle, 2015
click below to watch it_password cvcc1
https://vimeo.com/155370734

This trip was the first of the trilogy, for which 
I chose to follow The Long Road of Sand in the 
opposite direction, to begin with the childhood 
territory of Pasolini.

In this installation, the socle is an obstacle, 
the view is decomposed. Its shadow erects a 
funerary stelle echoing the box on the floor, 
filled with intimate objects from the journey, 
and reasoning with the sound in the corner 
where sand from Idroscalo is dumped, place 
where the Poet was savagely murdered in 1975.

Installation view at Onomato Kunstverein, Düsseldorf, Germany, 2015
For more informations, click bellow:

contro-corrente #1

https://vimeo.com/155370734
https://www.chantalvey.be/projects/•contro-corrente-1/


Bellaria, cc1, 2015
The large picture in the background is printed on blue back, 240 x 160 cm, 

32 pigmentary prints on cotton paper, various sizes mountained on wood or framed.

Installation view at Onomato Kunstverein, Düsseldorf, Germany, 2015



Bellaria, cc1, 2015 (details)



IMG_0531 / 0532, Ancona, cc1, 2015
diptyque / prints on mat cotton paper 230g, framed, 40 x 50 cm each.



IMG_9764 / 9762 / 9763, via Ferrara, cc1, 2015
triptyque / prints on mat cotton paper 230g, framed, 18 x13 cm each.



La Spezia, 2015
video HD, sound, loop, screen 9", headphone
click here: https://vimeo.com/389337856

Installation view at onomato kunstverein, Düsseldorf, Germany, 2015

Lido di Ostia, 2015
sound: lecture of the diary contro-corrente #1
sand corner, collected at Idroscalo, place where Pasolini was savagely murdered

https://vimeo.com/389337856


Cartographies relationnelles
work in progress_2013_2018

I began the exploration of cartography as an 
artistic medium in 2013, going through my own 
history to trace a map of important encounters 
from my birth until the date of this creation. 
Cartographie #1, 2013 (extract from 1984-2013)
Cartographie #2, 2018 (extract from 1992-2018)

The drawing extends chronologically and almost 
geographically, from names to names, one link leading 
to an other, until they weave into reliefs…
The creation of the map required several months 
calling upon recollection and, distant memories… 
which leads to mistakes and omissions ! I decided 
to make one every 5 years and to compare them 
to identify the mishaps, the slips that reveal the 
unrealiable nature of the human memory.

Cartographie #2, 2018
graphite, black ink, felt-tip pens on paper, wood frame, 111x168 cm.

For more informations, click bellow:
cartography

https://www.chantalvey.be/projects/•cartographies/


Palimpsestes Topologiques
traces of my explorations aRound Belgium, along 
the Belgian border and of my three trips on
The long road of Sand, following Pasolini’s way

Day after day, I retrace the entire route on road 
maps, which are then marked with long black 
lines, sometimes rough and curly, other times 
more linear…
When I’m back, I reproduce the itinerary on 
A4-size tracing sheets ; superimposed, they 
make up a topological palimpsest of thousands 
of kilometres travelled.

For more informations, click bellow:
palimpsestes topologiques

Palimpseste Topologique #1, aRound Belgium, 2014 Palimpseste Topologique #2, cc1, 2015

Palimpseste Topologique #3, cc2, 2016 Palimpseste Topologique #4, cc3, 2018

https://www.chantalvey.be/projects/•palimpsestes-topologiques/


PUBLICATIONS 
(selection)



EQUINOXES
Collective book of poems

Equinoxes, 2020

300 copies
21 x 14 cm, 176 pages
Language : French
Book design by Simon Dara
Edited by Les Éditions Ishtar_Brussels
ISBN 978-2-931104-02-6

This edition is a collection of creative texts 
from the readings of the poetic platform 
"Équinoxes", diffused online on the THALIE 
FOUNDATION’s website during the lock-
down.



Trilogie contro-corrente
These travel diaries were edited 
as pieces of art in the exhibitions 
contro-corrente #1, #2 & #3

contro-corrente, prima parte, 2015
300 copies
12 x 19,5 cm, 186 pages
Languages : French, Italian and German
Italian translation by Maria G. Vitali-Volant
German translation by Titus Köhler
Book design by Enis Vardar
Edited by Onomato Verlag / edition sine_Düsseldorf
Supported by Château Coquelle_Dunkerque
ISBN 978 – 3-944891 – 81-1

contro-corrente, seconda parte, 2016
300 copies
12 x 19,5 cm, 178 pages
Languages : French, Italian and German
Italian translation by Maria G. Vitali-Volant
German translation by Titus Köhler
Book design by Enis Vardar
Co-edited by Frac Grand-Large, Dunkerque — Onomato 
Verlag / edition sine, Düsseldorf
Supported by Château Coquelle_Dunkerque (F)/Frac 
Grand Large_Dunkerque
ISBN 978 – 3-944891 – 49-1

contro-corrente, terza parte, 2018
300 copies
12 x 19,5 cm, 377 pages
Languages : French, Italian and German
Italian translation by Maria G. Vitali-Volant
German translation by Titus Köhler
Book design by Enis Vardar
Edited by Onomato Verlag / edition sine, Düsseldorf
Supported by Fondation pour l’Art Contemporain 
Espace Ecureuil_Toulouse
and Château Coquelle_Dunkerque
ISBN 978 – 3-944891 – 63-7



SEUIL
artist’s multiples
Palimpseste Topologique #1

Seuil, 2014

50 copies of 4 artist’s multiples
21 x 15 cm
Edited by Pleonasm_Hauteurs d’expositions

This edition was published in the occasion 
of the exhibition Seuil, Galerie les Etables, 
Bordeaux, curated by Michèle Rossignol and 
Emmanuelle Leblanc.



aRound Belgium
postcards

aRound Belgium, 2013

250 copies
15 x 10 cm
leporello of 30 detachable postcards
Book design by Françoise Demarez & Chantal Vey
Self-publishing

supported by Fédération Wallonie Bruxelles

For more informations, click bellow:
aRound belgium

https://www.chantalvey.be/projects/around-belgium/


The (Photo)book: On Potentiality
Essai on line by Natasha Christia
Belgian Platform for Photobooks
click here

http://belphotobooks.org/the-photobook-on-potentiality/


Chantal Vey e Pasolini
Article by Maria G. Vitali-Volant
Cultural website Altritaliani.net 
click here

https://altritaliani.net/chantal-vey-e-pasolini-contro-corrente-o-alla-ricerca-della-bellezza-perduta/


Sur la route
Article by Colette Dubois, 
L’Art Même 72 , p.41
click here

http://www.lartmeme.cfwb.be/no072/documents/AM72.pdf


Pour Pasolini 
une marche non funèbre
Article by Emmanuel D’Autreppe, 
L’Art Même 66 , p.23
click here

http://www.lartmeme.cfwb.be/no066/documents/AM66.pdf


TRIESTE FILM FESTIVAL
edition n°27
January 2016
Catalogue, p 170.
Click here

http://www.triestefilmfestival.it/2016-27/


Chantal Vey                chantalvey@gmail.com                (BE) Smart Activity : n° 3643
lives and works in Brussels                        www.chantalvey.be

SOLO SHOWS (selection)
2019 contro-corrente, sulla strada di Pier Paolo Pasolini, Academia Belgica, Rome (IT)
2018 contro-corrente #3, Fondation pour l’Art Contemporain, Toulouse (FR)
2017 over hill and dale, Espace Contretype, Brussels (BE)
2016 contro-corrente #2, FRAC Nord-Pas-de-Calais, Dunkerque (FR)
2015 the long road of the sand, onomato kunstverein, Düsseldorf (DE)
2013 any way, festival walk#2, Galerie ArchiRAAR, Brussels (BE)
2013 zuFall, onomato kunstverein, Düsseldorf (DE)
2012 aRound Belgium, French Institute, Düsseldorf (DE)
2009 familiarités, Les Roches Espace d’Art Contemporain, Chambon/Lignon (FR)
2009 chantal v., CENTRALE Lab., Brussels (BE)
2007 entre-tiens, L’Espace des Arts Centre d’Art Contemporain, Colomiers (FR)
2006 collections (p)réservées, Archives Municipales, Toulouse (FR)
2005 passage #1, Kunstpunkte, Düsseldorf (DE)

GROUP SHOWS (selection)
2020 we need you, Festival, Schaerbeek (BE)
2020 Equinoxe(s), Lectures performances, Fondation Thalie, Bruxelles (BE)
2020 cut-up, Le Salon Reçoit, Toulouse (FR)
2019 20 ans, Galerie des Jours de Lune, Metz (FR)
2017 guests #7, La Tréfilerie, Brussels (BE)
2017 contro-corrente #2, Film Festival, Trieste (IT)
2016 syzygy, Traverse Video, Toulouse (FR)
2016 contro-corrente #1, Film Festival, Trieste (IT)
2015 marcheurs d’Images, Centre Culturel Château Coquelle, Dunkerque (FR)
2015 4 ans, 11 mois, 5 jours, Musée Portuaire, Dunkerque (FR)
2015 Habiter, La Madeleine, Lille (FR)
2014 (phosphene), Maison d’Odile Repolt & François Huet, Brussels (BE)
2014 seuil, Galerie des Etables, Bordeaux (FR)     
2013 portraits d’atelier, Museum aan het Vrijthof, Maastricht (NL)
2013 any way, Festival Circulation(s), Paris (FR)
2012 regards sans limite / blicke ohne grenzen, Bild und Kunst, Trèves (DE)
2012 regards sans limite / blicke ohne grenzen, Kunsterhaus, Sarrebrück (DE)
2012 regards sans limite / blicke ohne grenzen, Les Chiroux, Liège (BE)
2011 mémoires, Cité de l’Image, Clervaux (LU)
2011 fremd gang, Centre National de l’Audiovisuel, Dudelange (LU)
2011 we were young and immortal, Galerie Good Friday, Paris (F)
2011 regards sans limite / blicke ohne grenzen, CCAM, Vandoeuvre-Nancy (FR)
2009 sweet sixteen, Biennale de Photographie, Condroz (BE)
2008 brux lee, Galerie Locuslux, Brussels (BE)
2007 que fait-on du blanc quand la neige fond ?, Image/Imatge, Orthez (FR)
2007 portrait d’une ville, Fondation pour l’Art Contemporain, Toulouse (FR)
2006 retours de chine, Musée d’Art Moderne et Contemporain, Toulouse (FR)
2006 marcher, Maison des Arts Georges Pompidou, Cajarc (FR)

PUBLIC COMMISSIONS & GRANTS (selection)      
2019 research grant, "sulla strada di Pier Paolo Pasolini", Academia Belgica, Roma (IT), WBI, Brussels (BE)
2015-18 production grant, contro-corrente, Centre Culturel Château Coquelle, Dunkerque (FR)
2015 production grant, 4 juin 1940 / 9 mai 1945, Musée Portuaire, Dunkerque (FR) 
2012 grant for the edition, aRound Belgium, Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles, Brussels (BE)
2010 production grant, aRound Belgium, Border Regions Lorraine, Luxembourg, Germany, Belgium
2006 production grant, collections (p)réservées, Archives Municipales, Toulouse (FR)
2004 production grant, Walking, DRAC Midi-Pyrénées, Toulouse (FR)
2003 production grant, mémoires & perspectives, Prison St-Michel, Toulouse (FR)
2002 production grant, en chantier, La Cinémathèque, Toulouse (FR)

TEACHING & WORKSHOPS (selection)      
2006 ...   art teacher, School of Fine Arts, Toulouse (FR)
2002

2016 workshop, Saint-Luc, Tournai (BE)
2014 workshop, Academy of Arts, Brussels (BE)
2013 workshop, Academy of Arts, Brussels (BE)
2012 workshop, Academy of Arts, Brussels (BE)
2011 workshop, Academy of Arts, Brussels (BE)
2009 workshop, Saint-Luc, Tournai (BE)
2005 workshop, Sichuan Fine Arts Institute, Chongqing (CN)

RESIDENCIES (selection)        
2019 contro-corrente”, sulla strada di Pier Paolo Pasolini, Academia Belgica, Rome (IT)
2013 zuFall, Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen, Kulturamt Landeshauptstadt Düsseldorf (DE)
2012 itinéraires, Centre de la Photographie, Douchy-les-Mines, Espace 36, St-Omer, 
 DRAC Nord-Pas-de-Calais (FR)
2011 emmenez-moi..., Pays Solesmois, DRAC Nord-Pas-de-Calais (FR)
2009 un objet qui te ressemble, Rurart, DRAC Poitou-Charentes (FR)
2009 sweet sixteen, Centre Culturel de Marchin, Province de Namur (BE)
2007 entre-tiens, L’Espace des Arts Centre d’Art Contemporain, Colomiers (FR)
2005 aller-retour, AFAA, Ecole des Beaux-Arts, Toulouse (FR), Sichuan Fine Arts Institute (CN)
2005 passage #1, Kulturamt Landeshauptstadt Düsseldorf (DE)
2003 protections & détails d’accueuil, Musée de l’Hospice St-Roch, Issoudun, DRAC Centre (FR)
2002 réalités 2002, Réal, Forum de L’Image, Toulouse (FR)

COLLECTIONS          
Academia Belgica, Rome (IT) / Artothèque, Cahors (FR) /Artothèque, Pau (FR) / Bibliothèque Nationale, 
Paris (FR) / Centre d'Art Contemporain l'Espace des Arts, Colomiers (FR) / Cinémathèque, Toulouse (FR) 
/ Fondation pour l’Art Contemporain, Toulouse (FR) / Galerie l’Oeil Ecoute, Limoges (FR) / Kulturamt 
Landeshauptstadt, Düsseldorf (DE) / Maison des Arts Georges Pompidou, Cajarc (FR) / Musée de l'Hospice 
Saint-Roch, Issoudun (FR) / Musée Portuaire, Dunkerque (FR) / Onomato Kunstverein, Düsseldorf (DE) / Ville 
de Namur (BE) / Ville de Toulouse (FR) / Private collections.

2014 to 2017 roadtrip on The Long Road of Sand, following the Pier Paolo Pasolini’s journey

https://www.chantalvey.be/bio/
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